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MONTHLY MEETINGS
General Monthly Meetings are held in the Kogarah School of Arts, Bowns Road,
Kogarah on the second Thursday of each month at 2.00 pm.
The Speaker is followed by afternoon. tea then a short business meeting.

Speakers

I

()( November

10

~cember

8

Greg Blaxell "Exploring Parramatta River"
Using historical records, photographs and diagrams,
Greg returns to continue our journey up the
Parramatta River.
Christmas Luncheon - 12.30pm
Blakehurst Club (Kyle Bay Bowling Club)
Details page 5.

X November

Committee Meetings
15 Hamer Street Kogarah Bay
7 7.00pm

v1)ecember

5

7.00pm

3/2 Nelson St Penshurst
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NEW MEMBERS
We have welcomed the following Members over the past few months
V

/

Kerrie Watson
OUR SEPTEMBER

MEETING

*****
- AS REPORTED

BY MAVIS WARD

Yvonne Brugmans, who is Staff Educator at St George Hospital, illustrated the growth of the
Hospital with a series of slides taken from old photographs. Yvonne began with the building
of the Cottage Hospital in 1894 and its opening in 1897 with eight patients and eight staff,
plus Matron. At that time, food was supplied by local fanners. Prior to the opening of this
hospital, patients had to be taken to Lewisham or RP A Hospitals by horse driven vehicles and
this trip would take a whole day.
Dr Lamrock, a local medical practitioner, recognised the need for a hospitaJ because of the
amount of illness in the area and patients dying, no doubt due, at least partly, to the lack of
sewerage.
Dr Lamrock was the founding medical officer and initiated the building and
expansion of the hospital.
It was interesting to see how the hospital has grown from its
small beginning, to become the major teaching hospital for the University ofNSW and one of
the biggest teaching/referral hospitals in the Sydney Metropolitan Area, with 600 beds and a
total of2500 staff Hospital staff is very proud of this achievement.
Dr Lamrock died in 1915 and his memory is perpetuated by the St George Lamrock Society
whicb raises funds for the bospital through fetes, etc.
The Maternity Department was established in the early 1920s and by February 1924 had
delivered 400 babies. These wards were in use until the 1960s. In the early days cots in the
Children's Ward were donated and maintained annually by local organisations which were
dedicated to raising funds specifically for this purpose. The cots were, of course, very
different from those in use today.
The photographs showed details of how the hospital has been extended and up-graded over
the years, which necessitated the purchase of land to supplement the small original
Government grant.
Nursing staff has also had a long and colourful history and it was interesting to see how
uniform styles changed. The nurses at St George were reluctant to relinquish the sisters' veil,
in other places generally considered to be a hindrance, but fmally agreed to do so in 1986.
Because of the time patients had to remain in bed, particularly orthopaedic cases who were in
traction until bones healed, the nurses employed other talents and entertained their patients .
with music and song.
Trainee nurses lived in quarters at the hospital under the very
watchful and critical eye of Matron and under pretty strict conditions, again very different
from today. The hospital took seriously the responsibility of looking after student nurses,
especially those from country areas, no doubt keeping a very watchful eye on them.
Because Yvonne trained at the hospital and has worked there for such a long time, she was
able to relate experiences and interesting facts oflife there over the years. These anecdotes,
supported by the photographs, gave us an insight into the development of the hospital to what
it is today. Some of these developments and changes can be seen at the St George Hospital
Health Heritage Museum and Yvonne reconunended a visit this recent addition to the
Hospital.
The comparison of hospital buildings and treatment from the early days to what we have
now, really emphasises how fortunate we are that there were such dedicated medical people.
We also wonder how patients survived at all in those days, even with the care they received
and we thank Yvonne for .her entertaining presentation.

THE ST. GEORGE DISTRICf
The SMH's Eighth Column of31 May 2005 featured a query from a reader who asked why
the name StGeorge is given to the area. "It is the land between the two rivers, the Cook and
Georges River and has it long been known as the St George area? There' are local St George
football clubs, cricket clubs, taxis. But why? Maybe someone can shed light on it for me."'
Replies were published but none of them satisfied me. Nor did some of the books on local
history that I consulted. I like some documented facts and dates.
Whenever I begin a research, my first reference tool is the Parish Map of the area since it
shows the first person to own the land. Australia inherited its method of land holding from
English law, which extends back to feudal times. In those times, the king owned aU land and
granted portions to his subjects. We still speak of Crown Land. For administration, the land
was divided into counties. Counties were divided into hundreds and hundreds into parishes.
These parishes are notto be confused with church parishes, although they often overlap?
The County of Cumberland was the first created in NSW. In fact, Governor Arthur Phillip
reported back to Lord Nepean in London, in a despatch dated 9 July 1788:3
"I have named the County 0/ Cumberland and fixed its boundaries by the Carmarthen and
Lansdowne Hills to the west, by the northern parts of Broken Bay". and the southernmost
part of Botany Bay. "

Many years later, when the County of Cumberland Planning Scheme was so imaginatively
put forward, the report stated, 4
Thus the County of Cumberland is the oldest defined region in Australia. When it was more
formally gazetted in 1835, Phillip's boundaries were adjusted and the names he gave to the
hills had been forgotten. But the general extent remained, covering 1630 square miles.
The simpler name of the Blue Mountains had prevailed.
As settlement expanded, so it became necessary for smaller subdivisions, parishes, to be
made. The district had been called Botany Bay at first.Gifford Eardley, another noted local
historian, wrote of; 5
The eastern shoreline of histone Botany Bay between the southern Windings of Cook's River
and the low rocky headlands bordering the northern side of the beauteous George's River.
According to early maps, this area and its western extension to Salt Pan Creek, was known as
Botany Bay, and was later renamed as the District of St George .
. However the name, Parish of St George was in use by i823, for Surveyor-General Hoddle
named 10 land grants as being in the County of Cumberland, Parish of St George. In 1826 he
compiled a Reference to the County of Cumberland and listed all the land grants, of which
I 17 were in the Parish of St George. 6
On 27 May 1835, the Parish of StGeorge was officially gazetted, but it had already been in
lise. Governor Richard Bourke was tidying up the administrative land division s already in
existence. By Letters Patent, he issued a proclamation dated 22 Mav 1835 fixing the
boundaries of the County of Cumberland and dividing it into Hundreds and subdividing it
into Parishes. The Hundred ofWorona was comprised of the area of Botany Bay from
Cape Solander to Georges River and inland, including the Parish of St George .. The
boundaries are described as follows, and you will see the need to use the Parish map!
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Parish ofSaint George, bounded on the north by Cook's River.from Botany Bay La the centre
of the road at the north corner of Joseph Broadbent's forty acres; on the west by the centre
of the above-mentioned road, which forms the north western boundaries of Joseph
Broadbent's forty acres, William Goodwin's fifty acres, and john Nichols ¥ one hundred
acres to the head of Salt-pan Creek, at the west corner of John Nichols' one hundred acres,
and by the Creek to its confluence with George's River; on the south by George's River 10
Botany Bay; on the east by Botany Bay to Cook's River. 7
The Parish of St George included the modem day municipalities of Rockdale, Kogarah,
Hurstville and part of Canterbury.
Georges River was named very early, but the first mention in writing, appears in a diary kept
by Sergeant James Scott of the Marines. He reports on an excursion made with Lt Dawes, to
Georges River on Sunday, 17th July 1791. Who chose the name, and why, has not been found
recorded. I believe it was to honour King George III. I have read suggestions that the river
was named for Surgeon George Bass, but he did not arrive in NSW until 1795. 8
These same questions were asked by Ian Heads, when writing his book, March of the
Dragons. He sought help from Dr Joan Hatton., the noted local historian. It is worth quoting
his interpretation of her explanation. 9
The reason why the district was called "Sf George" remains, officially, unexplained. Joan
Hatton has a twofold theory. She believes that the presence of the Georges River in the
district, may have been one factor. Secondly, the names of the many saints, including St
Andrew, SI James, St Luke, St Matthew, St John and St Philip, had already been usedfor
other ecclesiastical parishes in the Sydney area, and retained when those areas were
designated as civil parishes. St George may have been chosen because it had not been used
anywhere else.
So the answer to the question why the name was given to the area, is for the purpose of land
administration, the Parish of StGeorge, within the County of Cum beriand .. It has been in use
at least since 1823. But wbo chose the name? Perhaps some name-less government employee,
in 1823, looked at the map and decided that the George's River was a dominant feature, and
St George, after all, was the patron saint of England. We will never know, but I'd like to
believe so.
B.GOODGER
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from the talk given by Ruth Pope at our Mondays at the Museum on 26 September
Guest speaker, Ruth Pope, introduced liS to the History (}f Silver Table Ware and took us on
"a rapid leap through the centuries" with stories about silver as table ware, as far back as the
14th Century, also fascinating quotations from Canterbury Tales and from priests who
travelled about the country and dined with household owners and servants.
vVe heard about etiquette and customs, how meals were served, tables arranged and how
cutlery replaced the practice of eating with fingers, even though a pouch was also carried and
contained a spoon and a type of knife, an all purpose implement with a steel blade. This
doubled for spearing a piece of meat from a bowl, cleaning the horses' hoofs and other
necessary chores. Squares of stale bread, known aS~,chers, were set on the table and used -t(e,/\CJCII
to absorb grease or as somewhere to put unwanted pieceSOf meat. This bread could also be
eaten, otherwise it would be collected and given to the poor.
We still enjoy some of the echoes of medieval times, such as - meat was served in a bowl,
always with a cloth cover, from which comes our 'cover charge'; bowls were divided into
four portions known as 'messes', the origin of 'officers' mess' and spilt food is 'messy';
sauces were served in small jugs sitting on a flat dish to catch drips, hence the "saucer" and
there are several more.
In early days table manners were all pretty horrific by our standards.
We heard how food
was scooped from bowls by hand and we can imagine the state of the tablecloths. However,
they had an answer to this; they laid a second cloth over the edge of the table expressly for
the purpose of wiping the mouth and hands.
(Yukl)
But things did get better and, in the
early 16th Century, the tutor of the ten years old son of the King of France wrote a large tome
on table manners titled "On Civility for Children", later translated into many languages.
Instructions included - "Don't put your whole hand into the pot, use at most three fingers" "Don 'I throw the bones you have chewed back into the pOI, put them on the table or toss
them on the floor" - "Take the first piece of meat or fish you touch and don 't poke around in
the pOl jar a bigger one". There was quite a long list of dos and don'ts for that poor little
boy to learn and remember, instructions which sound hilarious to us today.
In the ] 7111 Century a new type of spoon and knife was introduced, to be set on the table in
preparation for diners. The spoon became known as a tablespoon. The knife was rounded
and used for cutting food and eating peas, but could not be used for picking teeth. The twopronged fork originated in Turkey and later filtered to Europe,
When it made its way to
England in about 1623, nobody would touch it because it was viewed as the symbol of the
Devil and no protestant would even consider using such an implement to move God given
food to the mouth.
During the French Revolution, wealthy escapees fleeing to England, took among valuable
possessions, their silver table ware
This introduced the use of silver ware in England,
including 'flat ware', so called because it was made as flat and plain as possible and placed
face.down on the table to assist with lighting by reflecting candle light. Later, to fill space
on tables, separate tools for each course were laid out and, if a guest erred by using the wrong
item he would never be invited again. This was a headache for hostesses, too, who also had
to train maids, but no doubt good for the manufacturers.
Special cutlery eg 'Marriaze Sets'
also became popular.
This was an extremely interesting leap through Ius/my with Ruth's derailed and humorous
description of the progress of customs and etiquette, especially as we were able to examine
and handle original pieces of silver table ware and admire their stare of prescrvauon
I
believe that we were <111 SOil): that Ruths talk had to finish.
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KEN CA V ANOUGH TURNS 100
As our Founder and Patron, members are invited to drop in at Kogarah School of A rts
between lpm and 3.3Opm on Saturday, 3 December to celebrate with him.
Ken was born in Auburn on 2 December 1905. His family subsequently moved to Newtown.
Ken married Mabel in the 1920s, they had five daughters. They moved to Forster Street,
Blakehurst in 1928.
Ken was always very community minded. He was President of Blakehurst Primary School
from 1931-37 and in 1933 led a deputation to Kogarah Council for the construction of a shark
proof enclosure at Carss Park which was agreed to and built by relief labour at a cost of 800
pounds. The new Blakehurst High School was officially opened on 19 August 1961 and Ken
was President of the P. & C. Association.
In 1 %3 he stressed the need for Library facilities in Kogarah. He formed the Kogarah
Ratepayers and Residents Association which stood a number of candidates in the September
1968 council Elections, seven of whom were elected.
Steps were immediately taken to establish a Library which was officially opened on 16 February
1970. Later, followed Branch Libraries in South Hurstville and Oatley.
In 1970 a public meeting was called by the Kogarah Ratepayers and Residents Assoc. to form
an Historical Society. The Kogarab Historical Society was launched and a lease given for Carss
Cottage to be used as a Museum. The Museum was officially opened on 28 August 1971.
On 8 September 1970 a public meeting was called in the renovated Oatley School of Arts to
form a Senior Citizens Centre. A new centre was built on land leased from the Railway
Department. Ken served on the Council from 1968 to 1971 and from 1974 to 1980. In 1971
he signed the contract to build the new Kogarah Council Civic Centre. He was instrumental in
forming the Kogarah and District Senior Citizens, was Patron of the Allawah Senior Citizens
Centre and was the founder and convenor of the Kogarah-Rockdale Senior Citizens Week
Committee until two years ago.
Many other achievement s could be added but let us just say - Ken Cavanough, you are a
remarkable man and have certainly contributed much to the Kogarah Municipality.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY - KEN
/

I

We look forward to celebrating with you at the School of Arts on Saturday 3 December

********************************************
Kogarah Historical Society - Christmas Luncheon
This year we have a change of venue - our Luncheon will be held on Thursday, 8 December at
12.3Opm at Blakehurst Club (Kyle Bay Bowling Club).
The Club is in Merriman St., Kyle Bay and the 1/2 hourly Kyle Bay/Connells Point bus service
from Butler Rd. Hurstville will let you off at Merriman St., a short distance from the Club.
Book with Cath Sullivan on 9579 6149 by 2 December and let her know if you have

any transport difficulties.
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SYDNEY IN THE 1880s
From our Meeting on 13 October Mavis Ward reports

Dr Lesley Muir, a qualified Historical Geographer, followed up on her previous visit twelve
months ago and presented a series of photographs, from the State and National Libraries, depicting
the development of this city. She accompanied each photograph with a detailed commentary on
original buildings, where they stood and what is now on the site of those that have been replaced.
Sydney didn't grow very much in the 1860s because Melbourne was going ahead as a result of
Victoria's flourishing gold fields. In 1870 there was a sudden boom in wool and producers made a
fortune selling wool for very high prices. This continued until 1872 and, when the wool came to
Sydney, warehouses began to spring up around Circular Quay. From 1879 to 1886 Sydney was
the boom town of Australia.
In 1878 the Governor decided that Sydney should stage an international exhibition and he tried to
persuade the Government to erect a building for this but the Premier refused because of the cost
involved.
The Governor was upset because he had already sent out invitations to the other
Colonial Governors to attend the great exhibition. However, after some political manipulation, he
finally won the Government over and they agreed to build the Garden Palace in the Botanical
Gardens.
The building was commenced in 1874 and we saw the stages of its construction from beginning to
completion in 1878.
It was actually built in Macquarie Street in the area covering the
Conservatorium to the State Library.
It was a most impressive structure, even larger than
Melbourne's Exhibition Building and dominated the Sydney scene. Because the opening date bad
been set, it was necessary to work around the clock to complete it on time and this was the first
time lighting had been used for building construction.
As the railway only went as far as Devonshire Street, the problem was how to get people to the
Exhibition. As a temporary measure, it was decided to import six trams from Philadelphia. These
were double-deck carriages pulled by a steam engine. They didn't appear to be very comfortable
although the passengers thought they were great. The people had been promised that the railway
would be extended but, as the trams were so popular, they were kept in service and extended into
the suburbs. The minister for Public Works was a Trustee of the AlC, so guess where the first
tramline went.
The first International Exhibition was held in 1879 and was very successful. However, disaster
struck on 22 September 1882 when the people of Macquarie Street had the most spectacular view
that had ever been seen in Sydney as the building was destroyed by fire. The cause of the fire was
never determined.
The magnificent Garden Palace and the 'Exhibition, put Sydney on the map as a manufacturing
town and a go-ahead town. For example, the Otis Elevator Company exhibited elevators, which
showed how the height of a building could be increased beyond five stories if an elevator was
incorporated. So, Sydney began to go up and, with new inventions appearing and transport being
extended, Sydney began to spread.
Some of the original buildings still stand but most have been replaced and Lesley was able to give
us lots of information on these changes. There was the old St Mary's Cathedral, later destroyed by
fire, St James Church and the Synagogue. A new idea in shopping appeared, the Royal Arcade
between George and Pitt Streets, and the Victoria Arcade between Elizabeth and Castlereagh
Streets, a very elegant arcade. Those who could afford to shop in these arcades were truly made.
It was fascinating to view so much of Sydney and its suburbs as they were in thel880s and to hear
Lesley's commentary on life in those days. The Sydney skyline is indeed a different sight today.
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Mavis Ward reports on our special event at CARSS PARK on
17 September 2005
/

The Swamp Dreaming

To contribute to the celebration of History Week, the Society arranged Swamp Dreaming
ill Carss Park and invited Francis Bodkin, Indigenous Education Officer at Mt Annan, to
talk about the history of the area and stories and legends of the animals, birds and plants.
This was all outdoors but unfortunately the weather gods were not kind and the day began
wet and cold. However, by mid morning the rain had stopped but we were left with a
strong, cool wind, which probably influenced the number who attended. But those who
did come were treated to a great time listening to Francis Bodkin and her husband, Gavin
and left understanding something of the area in the days when it was inhabited by
Aboriginal people, also about their culture and traditions in general.
Francis and Gavin took the group on a walk around the area near Carss Cottage, talking
about trees and plants and how the Aboriginal people made use of what Nature provided.
They have great respect for all animal and plant life, only using them for survival, never
wilfully destroying anything and never completely stripping a tree or bush, even for food.
Everything had to be left to continue its life cycle. It was actually surprising to learn that
some of the 'weeds' we were walking on were really edible plants. They killed animals
only for food and, even then, they made use of as much as possible of each catch.
The story that probably most of us will best remember was about the Casuarina trees,
several of which are in the Park. The leaves of these trees are narrow, grow straight up at
the top but dip towards. the ground lower down so that rain is directed down and outward.
This leaves the ground dry at the base and, when the leaves fall, they settle like a mat
under the tree.
Aboriginal children are taught to seek these trees if they became lost
because there they would find a dry, soft place to sleep.
They could also cover
themselves with the dry leaves to keep warm - a bit scratchy but they would be warm.
They are also safe from snakes and dangerous spiders which won't enter those areas, the
snakes because the slim leaves catch in their scales and the spiders because their hairy legs
have the same problem. And then there are the Monsters -- but the trees have an answer
for them too. The Good Spirits live in the Casuarina seeds and, when the children rub the
seeds in the palms of their hands, the Spirits come out and eat the Monsters. Doesn't that
sound great! The leaves also make good tea, useful to calm the adults after they find their
children and suitably chastise them.
A welcome break came in the form of morning tea, cleverly planned by Coralie Lewin and
served by her band of helpers. In keeping with the theme of the day, we had tea and
damper in the courtyard and this helped to make the day 'different'.
Later, Francis took the energetic people for a walk further into the hilly parts of the park
while Gavin entertained the others in the courtyard with more stories and legends.
Both Francis and Gavin were enthusiastic and humorous in their story telling. We learned
about bush [Ires and controlled burning the way Aboriginal people handled it, animal and
bird behaviour and what can be learned from them, ant activities, weather forecasting and
lots more true stories and myths from Aboriginal culture and folk lore.
It was a really unusual activity, very well organised and thoroughly enjoyed by all who
participated. We congratulate Coralie and thank her for the effort she put into it.
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carss Cottage Museum
The Museum is open Sundays and some Public Holidays
from 1.00 pm to S.OO pm
Admission: Adults $2.00 Children SO cents

Museum Roster
December

November

/

6
13
20
27

4 Trudy Johns &

Mavis Ward & Ken Grieve
Trudy Johns & Elizabeth Emerson
Coralie Lewin & Meg Thompson
Betty Goodger& Janette Hollebone

11 Bob Williams & Mary Williams

18 Carol Teir & Gilda Tilia
25 Christmas Day

*

TOUR

THE HERBARIUM
OF THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS

I

Thursday - 17 November

We will meet at the Herbarium at 10.3Oam for this exclusive tour.
Bus 441 leaving from the Queen Victoria Building makes its last stop just north of the Cahill
Expressway - right outside the Herbarium.

Enquiries and Booking: Janette Hollebone on 95297117

**********************
'unfair dismissal' in the 19th century
(Reference: 'The Country House Servant' by Pamela A. Sam brook)
The following is a letter to the Trentham housekeeper (SRO, 0593/R/10/3)
Stafford House
St. James
London

Mrs. Ingram

Dear Madam,

August 26th

1876

I cannot understand what you mean about the new Laundrymaid. All I can say about her is, that she had a most
excellent character as a good strong hardworking and willing young person. If she had not been so I would not
have engaged her.
In the meantime I shall be glad if you will not listen to what Janet McDonald or anyone else says against her for
the short people often work better than the taller ones.
After I had engaged this young person one of Janet's friends applied for the the situation: but if I had not been
settled I should not have engaged her as she talked too much.
So Janet must make herself comfortable as I shall not think of discharging the girl without just cause.
Trusting you are quite well,
I am Yours Truly,
pro. J. Whittaker

i

VALE
It is with deepest regret that we report the death of our esteemed member

Thel Tatum
Thellie passed away in St. George Hospital on Wednesday, 14th September after a heart
operation. A number of our members were able to attend her funeral.
Thellie was a good friend of the late Gwen Cox head and became a member of our Society
twenty five years ago, from which time she regularly went on duty at Carss Cottage Museum.
Nearly ten years ago she arrived home from the Museum, with Glad Baldwin, to find her
husband, John, had had a stroke. From then until his recent death he was a patient at the Bay
Nursing Home and Thellie walked across the park and visited him almost every day.

t
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Thellie will be sadly missed by her friends in the Society and her three sons and their families.
We extend our sincerest sympathy to her family.

Elsie Henderson's Christmas
Reference: Pioneer Women of the Bush by Jennifer Isaacs
(available from Kogarah Municipal Library)
Elsie Henderson, (nee Philp), lived for many years in primitive conditions on a sheep property
beyond Charleville in Queensland. Her father, James Philp, founded the shipping company
Burns Philp & Co. and was later Premier of Queensland.
Although she came from an
extremely well placed family, she made the best of difficult circumstances. On the Eve of
Christmas, 1922, Elsie Henderson wrote to her sister, Mary. This is what she wrote
..

J
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"It is very hot and still tonight and I feel as limp as the pillow slips hanging from the cot The
house is decked for Christmas, but not with flowers as yours will be for we haven't any. Bill
brought in a tree from the sandhill and soft fern fronds from the river bed, which is almost dry
now. I did not really want the tree cut - there is so little to be seen of anything green on this
brown drought stricken landscape. But Bill only wants us to have an as normal (as possible)
Christmas.
The lovely pine scent fills the room and we have gum nut men and stars of silver lolly paper and
the bright parcels you sent are waiting to be opened. Walter, the pet kangaroo, found the box
of raisins so had to be banished in disgrace.
Johnny built a manger of bark and stick today and I can see the star shining from here. Bill
fashioned the star from a piece of k.erosine tin.
It is so still and peaceful that one knows that God is in his Heaven this Christmas and that
surely it will rain soon and our pastures will be green again.
All is calm, all is right.

Goodnight my beloved sisters, sleep well, sleep tight.".
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